All in order: Super Challenge 2

If you want to put words in alphabetical order and the first letters of each word are the same, you have to look at the second letters. If the second letters are the same, you have to look at the third letters, and then the fourth letters...until you find letters that are different.

If you can't remember the order of the alphabet, there is a strip down the side of each page to remind you.

Write these words in alphabetical order:

larva  launch  laser  late
lately  large  laugh  last

1. ........................................
2. ........................................
3. ........................................
4. ........................................
5. ........................................
6. ........................................
7. ........................................
8. ........................................

Now check in your dictionary to see if you got it right.

Crazy calendar!
Write the months of the year in alphabetical order:

January  February  March  April  May  June  July  August  September  October  November  December